How Big Data Can Improve Operations

OVERVIEW

“You can’t improve what you don’t know, and you can’t know what you don’t measure” is a
well-known phrase adapted from Six Sigma and other optimization models. The IMCO –
Computer Learning module has three components:




A Historian. A database of Big Data (if the client has an historian in place it can be used
as well).
The Analytic Functionality. Used to run highly sophisticated “what if” scenarios and
improve manufacturing processes.
The Event Predictor. Used to predict maintenance and quality issue events much more
accurately than humans.
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THE ARCHITECTURE

Sensors are connected to production machines. These sensors can measure a variety of factors
such as temperature, vibration, pressure, dispersion, etc. The sensors are connected to a PLC
unit that accumulates the data and transmits it onwards. If the Client has already a Historian
file in place, the PLC will be transmitting the data to that Historian file. If the Client does not
have a Historian file in place, the PLC will be transmitting the data to an IMCO provided Data
Box and from the Data Box it will be transmitted to IMCO’s Historian file. The Historian file
(either the Client’s Legacy Historian file or IMCO’s Historian file) will then feed the Analytic
and/or Event Predictor functions of IMCO’s Computer Learning module. After the Event
Predictor function runs the algorithms that predict maintenance or quality events that will take
place in the future based on the data received from the Historian file, that information is fed
back to the Data Box so that it can be applied in real time.

IMCO Computer Learning groups the data obtained from the sensors into entities we call
“agents”. Agents, for example, can be a combination of: temperature going into the process,
average pressure during the process and temperature going out of the process. Or any other
combination of process meaningful variables.
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The combination of agents is processed in order to develop the Analytic results.
Based on actual past experience the Event Predictor functionality can determine when
maintenance or quality events should take place.

IMCO ANALYTICS

Data in the Historian can be combined and analyzed. IMCO Analytics uses massive blocks of
data from the Historian to run “what if” scenarios of the manufacturing processes. It can, for
example, determine what the optimum temperature of the process should be, what the
pressure should be, or any other related variable. It can then determine the results that
different combinations of those variables would yield. Based on the results from IMCO
Analytics, the manufacturer can then determine the optimum process to follow. IMCO Analytics
is also used to feed, together with additional data from the Historian, IMCO’s Event Predictor.
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IMCO EVENT PREDICTOR

The Event Predictor functionality gets information from IMCO Analytics and data from the
Historian. It applies algorithms to determine when maintenance and/or quality events are
likely to take place much more accurately than humans can. IMCO Event Predictor effectively
provides savings in the following ways:




Scheduling maintenance activities when they least affect the production schedule.
Scheduling maintenance activities before quality issues make the output not acceptable.
Avoiding performing preventive maintenance work before it is actually required.

The Event Predictor updates the Data Box so that the results can be used to better predict
maintenance events in real time in the future.
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OTHER APPLICATIONS OF IMCO COMPUTER LEARNING

IMCO Analytics and IMCO Event Predictor can be used in applications other than
manufacturing. They can be used to predict, for example, the impact of a combination of
market conditions on product demand. They can also be used to determine the best
combination of advertising initiatives for different products.

SUMMARY

Computer Learning is the next step following Artificial Intelligence. It involves computer
learning from past experiences, using that knowledge to improve processes and/or to predict
events in the future. Computer Learning can provide a tremendous advantage to those that
adopt it earlier rather than later. It can provide your company with substantial savings and
quality improvements, enhancing your position in the market.
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